Introduction {#s0001}
============

tRNA (tRNAs, [**Fig. 1A**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) have long been believed to be housekeeping molecules. It can be argued that their well-established and well-understood participation in the process of translation has contributed to the general scientific studies remaining relatively away from possible non-translational roles. In recent years however, tRNA molecules are again in the spotlight. Their demonstrated roles in diseases and cellular/molecular processes,[@cit0001] directly or through tRNA-derived fragments (tRFs),[@cit0005] have revived scientific interest in these ancient molecules. To further add to this emerging complexity, the distinction of nuclear and mitochondrial tRNAs should also be considered. Figure 1.(**A**) The typical 2D (cloverleaf) structure of a tRNA with each loop (D, T, variable and anticodon loop) colored differently. The post-transcriptionally added CCA-trinucleotide at the 3' end of the mature molecule is also indicated. (**B**) The general workflow of our previous study[@cit0007] that identified the tRNA-lookalikes and their properties.

Owing to the prokaryotic provenance of the mitochondrion, it has long been believed that there is a structural and functional distinction between mitochondrial and nuclear tRNAs. This was compounded by the fact that these 2 tRNA collections exist and operate in 2 distinct cellular compartments. However, our recent findings of numerous mitochondrial tRNA-lookalikes in the nuclear genome[@cit0007] suggest that the boundaries separating these 2 different "tRNA worlds" may not be so sharp. In this point-of-view we review the possible biological mechanisms that may hinder or allow the expression of tRNA-lookalikes and discuss their potential participation in tRNA-related functions.

Several Notable Properties {#s0002}
==========================

Our recent investigation of the human nuclear genome has revealed a large number (497) of genomic loci that resemble known nuclear and mitochondrial tRNA genes -- we refer to these sequences as "tRNA-lookalikes"[@cit0007]; a graphical summary of our earlier study is provided in [**Figure 1B**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}. In fact, the sequences of 8 of these nuclear genome tRNA-lookalikes are identical to the sequences of 7 mitochondrial tRNAs (mtAlaTGC has 2 copies in the nuclear genome). Perhaps surprisingly, the majority of these 497 tRNA-lookalike loci had not previously been annotated as such. Of the 497 loci, 351 best resemble one or other of the 22 known mitochondrial tRNAs. An additional 103 tRNA-lookalikes resemble one of the 508 *bona fide* nuclear tRNAs. The remaining 43 tRNA-lookalikes resemble pseudo-tRNAs.[@cit0008]

From a sequence standpoint, the collection of tRNA-lookalikes that we have uncovered doubles the number of genomic loci (508) in the human genome that have been linked to *bona fide* tRNAs. We note that this is not an idle observation. Indeed, using the publicly available ENCODE datasets[@cit0009] we were able to show evidence of transcription for more than 2 dozen of the lookalikes: the sequenced transcripts matched perfectly the endpoints of the computationally-identified lookalikes. Intriguingly, several of the corresponding loci were transcribed in a cell-type dependent manner. Also supporting their potential participation in cellular processes was our finding that the tRNA-lookalikes are not randomly distributed across the human genome but tend to co-localize with the currently known tRNAs. The fact that the majority of the tRNA-lookalikes resemble mitochondrial sequences, of which there are only 22, further adds to the possibility that these are functionally relevant sequences.

Our initial study aimed at addressing a specific question: "are there genomic loci that resemble the known nuclear and mitochondrial tRNAs?" To answer it, we formed a tRNA-reference space by combining source sequences from both the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes and simultaneously sought to identify lookalikes elsewhere in the nuclear genome. In terms of starting point and goal, our study is orthogonal to earlier efforts that searched for mitochondrial sequences in the nuclear genome[@cit0010] and discovered what are now referred to as NUMTs (Nuclear Mitochondrial DNA). Just like the tRNA-lookalikes, NUMTs are arranged across the chromosomes in a non-random manner having been associated with specific chromatin structures and with retrotransposons.[@cit0013]

In the case of mitochondrial tRNAs it is known that several of them are placed immediately adjacent to one another on the mitochondrial genome. However, what we discovered is that there is a considerable level of granularity when such tRNAs migrate to the nuclear genome. As a matter of fact, we found that immediately adjacent tRNA genes in the mitochondrial chromosome "migrate" independently of one another. As an example we mention that the mitochondrial LeuTAG has 3 times as many nuclear lookalikes as its immediately adjacent SerGCT. Observations such as this could increase the likelihood that selection mechanisms which are not currently understood may be behind (mitochondrial and nuclear) tRNA-lookalikes.

Compartmentalization of cellular processes has provided eukaryotic cells with unprecedented possibilities, as compared to prokaryotic cells, and with highly dynamic interactions and cross-talk between the nuclear and the mitochondrial genome.[@cit0015] In light of this, in what follows we will focus largely on the mitochondrial tRNA lookalikes alone and discuss possibilities that arise from their presence in the nuclear genome.

Transcription of the Mitochondrial tRNA-Lookalikes {#s0003}
==================================================

Important differences characterize the transcription of mitochondrial and nuclear tRNAs. The mitochondrial genome is transcribed as a polycystronic RNA and tRNAs are recognized and cleaved (punctuation model).[@cit0016] On the other hand, expression of nuclear tRNAs relies on the recruitment of RNA Pol III by a specific scaffolding mechanism that is mainly guided by the TFIIIC factor.[@cit0017] TFIIIC identifies the A and B boxes that coincide with the D and T loops respectively of the mature tRNA molecule and act as promoters of the tDNA regions. The B box (analogous to an enhancer-like element) has been shown to be more important for the binding of TFIIIC than the A-box (promoter-like).[@cit0017] Whether TFIIIC binding occurs in tRNA-lookalikes remains to be investigated but at least one exact tRNA-lookalike (of the mitochondrial tRNA SerTGA, even if it has an atypical secondary structure[@cit0018]) contains the minimal consensus sequence (GGTTCGAnnCC) that has been proposed for B boxes[@cit0019]: indeed, GTTCGATTC spans positions 48 through 58 inclusive of the lookalike sequence in question and presumed mature tRNA. Therefore we ought to consider the possibility that perhaps a mechanism of transcription of the tRNA-lookalikes exists which is similar to that of the nuclear tRNAs.

In our analysis, we also showed that a number of lookalikes are transcribed as part of other transcripts. As mentioned above, this already happens in the mitochondrion where the mitochondrial tRNAs are excised from a single polycistronic transcript. It is thus possible, in principle, that such nascent molecules acquire the necessary secondary and tertiary structures that would permit recognition of the embedded tRNA-lookalike by nucleases and its subsequent appropriate cleaving from the longer transcripts.

The requirement for proper cleaving is probably not going to be a hindrance for the expression of the lookalikes as tRNAs: as a matter of fact, RNase P and RNase Z, the enzymes cleaving the 5´ and 3´ additional sequences are active in the nucleus as well as in the cytoplasm.[@cit0020] However, in light of the complexity of these enzymes in the 2 compartments[@cit0020] additional focused experimental investigations will be required to address this matter.

Potential Functional Roles of the Mitochondrial tRNA-Lookalikes {#s0004}
===============================================================

Had it been for the mere presence in the nuclear chromosomes of sequences that resemble mitochondrial tRNAs it would have been difficult to conjecture that they are functionally relevant. Fueling the possibility of functional roles for these tRNA-lookalikes are several specific properties that characterize them and argue for their non-accidental nature.

The first relevant observation in this regard relates to the fact that the lookalikes favor specific chromosomes where they are located in close proximity to the 508 known nuclear tRNAs. In the human genome, several of the nuclear tRNAs form 2 big clusters on chromosomes 1 and 6 respectively.[@cit0022] These two clusters comprise multiple anticodon families and exhibit expression that is considerably higher compared to the other genomic regions that harbor the remaining nuclear tRNAs.

Genomic clustering can facilitate a local microenvironment where all factors that are required for translation are concentrated. Such an arrangement, which is reminiscent of bacterial operons,[@cit0024] has the potential to simplify transcriptional strategies and enable efficient recycling of the resulting molecules without the need to coordinate matters over large distances. Possibly related to this are the genomic sequences that code for tRNAs (tDNAs) and have been shown to act as genomic insulators mainly by being bound by TFIIIC.[@cit0025] As has already been reported, a single tDNA region is not able to induce insulation by itself: co-operation among multiple such regions is often required before chromatin structure can be significantly affected.[@cit0025] It is possible that the tRNA-lookalikes act in a similar way, especially those whose sequence has sufficiently diverged to the point that it does not allow proper cloverleaf folding.

The characteristics of the tRNA-lookalike loci suggest that they may be transcribed either as individual units or processed from longer transcripts. Preliminary evidence that we generated from public RNA-seq data shows that at least some of the tRNA-lookalikes are transcribed and that, conspicuously, the resulting molecules are as long as the typical mature *bona fide* tRNAs. Of course, these resulting RNAs could function either as tRNAs or tRNA-related molecules. It is important to note that based on the available public data it is unlikely that the tRNA-lookalikes are aberrant transcripts: in fact, the ENCODE repository indicates that they are transcribed in a cell-type specific manner.

Can tRNA-lookalikes participate in the process of translation? This is an important question given that the majority of the lookalikes are mitochondrial. For translation to happen a series of enzymatic reactions need to take place after the tRNA precursor has been transcribed and before the mature tRNA can participate in the process of translation.

Some of the enzymes catalyzing these reactions are able to identify both nuclear and mitochondrial tRNAs whereas other cannot.[@cit0027] For example, the CCA-adding enzymes are the same for the nuclear and the mitochondrial tRNAs. The first exon of these messenger RNAs (mRNAs) codes for the mitochondrial localization signal (MLS) and when translated (as a consequence of choice of a different translational starting site) the enzyme is transported inside the mitochondrion.[@cit0027] Therefore, if the enzyme came across a mitochondrial tRNA-lookalike in the nucleus, it would be expected to add the CCA tail to it.

On the other hand, amino-acyl tRNA synthetases (aaRS), the enzymes that charge the tRNAs with the respective amino acids, are encoded by different genes for the cytoplasmic and the mitochondrial tRNAs.[@cit0018] The mitochondrial aaRS have a MLS that allows them to enter the mitochondrion whereas nuclear/cytoplasmic aaRS cannot aminoacylate mitochondrial tRNAs. Two exceptions are worth noting here: the aaRS for Lys and Gly can process both mitochondrial and cytoplasmic tRNAs.

An additional crucial element for mitochondrial tRNAs is the need for proper modifications. If the nascent tRNAs are not modified at specific nucleotides, they can easily get unfolded and lose their ability to function as true tRNAs.[@cit0027] Although modification maps are now becoming available for mammalian mitochondrial tRNAs,[@cit0029] the enzymes/factors that are responsible for these modifications remain to be determined and characterized in order to investigate possible non-mitochondrial localization. Elongation factors and ribosomomal subunits further complicate a potential translation function,[@cit0018] which is not obvious but not impossible either.

The best known function of tRNAs known to date is indeed their participation in the process of translation. In recent years, other novel aspects of tRNA biology have begun to be uncovered. One important such development is the existence of tRNA fragments (tRFs). TRFs are quickly attracting the attention of researchers as they suggest a whole new level of regulation of cellular and molecular processes.[@cit0005] There are 2 basic types of tRFs: tRNA halves that originate from cleavage of the tRNAs at the anticodon loop and tRFs that arise from either the 5´ or the 3´ end of the mature tRNA molecule.[@cit0005] tRNA halves have been considered to be stress-induced but physiological roles have also been attributed to them, while the shorter tRFs regulate gene expression via multifaceted ways, e.g. due to loading on Argonaute (Ago).[@cit0005]

Mitochondrial mature tRNAs can give rise to tRNA halves[@cit0031] and, possibly, to other currently unknown categories of fragments. Under the prism of the possible biogenesis of the tRFs, tRNA-lookalikes could be potentially important. Unreasoned hypotheses of mitochondrial-specific functions of tRNAs that happen to have exact tRNA-lookalikes in the *nuclear* chromosome will unavoidably lead to biased and erroneous results as the tRF or tRNA half can conceivably have a non-mitochondrial biogenesis. Even if the biogenesis occurred in the mitochondrion the origin of the template at hand would remain ambiguous.

Mitochondrial tRNA-Lookalikes in Other Organisms {#s0005}
================================================

To determine whether the concept of nuclear copies of mitochondrial tRNA-lookalikes is unique to the human genome, we extended our previous analyses[@cit0007] to 10 additional organisms: primates (Chimpanzee, Gorilla, Macaca and the Squirrel Monkey), rodents (Mouse, Rat), invertebrates (fruit fly, worm), a marsupial (opossum), and a poriferan (the sponge Reniera). The species' official names, the genome assembly numbers and the results of these analyses are shown in [**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}. We find that the nuclear genomes of primates hosted the highest number of mitochondrial tRNA-lookalikes (between 200 and 500). Rodents had a much lower number of lookalikes (∼50) despite the fact that the mouse and rat genomes have lengths nearly identical to that of the human genome. On the other hand, very few lookalikes could be found in *D. melanogaster*, *C. elegans*, and the sponge *A. queenslandica* (aka Reniera). We should note that the somewhat high number of lookalikes in the sponge as compared to Drosophila and the worm could be an overestimate: the genome for this organism has not yet been assembled in chromosomes but exists as scaffolds many of which likely overlap. Nonetheless, our results indicate that the high number of tRNA-lookalikes is an attribute of primates. The relative absence of lookalikes in rodents and their presence in the opossum suggests 2 possibilities: either tRNA lookalikes represent independent evolutionary events in some animals (primates and marsupials), or they were present in the common ancestor of animals but selectively retained in some and/or lost in others. There is evidence that argues for the first hypothesis, like the fact that the rate of mitochondrial genome change is greater than the respective rate of the nuclear chromosomes,[@cit0032] as well as the low sequence conservation among mitochondrial tRNA genes among mammals which results in mitochondrial genes that are organism-specific.[@cit0033] However, these findings in conjunction with the known diversity of tRNAs in both sequence and structure further highlight the observation that answering whether tRNA-lookalikes are functional requires organism-specific considerations. This is particularly true of mitochondrial tRNAs that may, for example, lack the T and the D loop.[@cit0018] Addressing all such considerations will necessitate additional and likely lengthy studies that go beyond the scope of the perspective put forth in this study. Table 1Number of tRNA-lookalikes of mitochondrial tRNA genes in different organisms in the animal kingdomOrganismSpecies nameGenome AssemblyNumber of MT tRNAsNumber of exact mt tRNA-lookalikesNumber of all MT tRNA- lookalikesHuman*Homo sapiens*GRCh37228497Chimanzee*Pan troglodytes*CHIMP2.1227388Gorilla*Gorilla gorilla*gorGor2.1220255Macaca*Macaca mulatta*MMUL 1.0225419Squirrel Monkey*Saimiri boliviensis*saiBol1222272Mouse*Mus musculus*GRCm38.p2221253Rat*Rattus norvegicus*RGSC6.022746Opossum*Monodelphis domestica*monDom52139543Drosophila*Drosophila melanogaster*BDGP62101Worm*Caenorhabditis elegans*WS2462202Sponge*Amphimedon queenslandica*117116

Mitochondrial tRNA-Lookalikes as a Potential Source of Intact tRNAs {#s0006}
===================================================================

As with many nuclear tRNAs that have been shown to enter the mitochondrion in a wide range of taxa,[@cit0035] the same could hold true, in principle, for tRNA-lookalikes. In such an event, tRNA-lookalikes would be contributing to intra-mitochondrial tRNA pools to various extents, and possibly in a cell-dependent manner. Such a hypothesis is supported by the observation that some organisms completely lack tRNAs in their mitochondrial genome and rely on nuclear production.[@cit0035] Additionally, it has been reported that marsupial mitochondrial genomes lack a functional Lys tRNA gene[@cit0037]: instead, the tRNA that is charged with Lys has been shown to be of nuclear origin.[@cit0037] Our search for mitochondrial tRNA-lookalikes in the opossum (*M. domestica*) revealed 543 such lookalikes in its nuclear genome. All 21 mitochondrial tRNAs are represented among these lookalikes. Of the 543 lookalikes 13 are nearly identical (82%--100%) copies of the non-functional mitochondrial Lys tRNA gene. This is a relatively low number compared to the average of 26 lookalikes per mitochondrial tRNA gene in this species.

On a related note, in humans, the mitochondrial LysRS has been reported to be released from mitochondria and be included in HIV viral particles.[@cit0038] This suggests a subsequent use of the mitochondrial LysRS in the cytoplasm of newly infected cells and, thus, a concomitant potential interaction with transcribed nuclear lookalikes of the mitochondrial Lys tRNA. Whether the virion-packaged LysRS participates in such an interaction or whether such an interaction has any relevance in the HIV infection cycle[@cit0039] are currently open questions.

The above observations make it conceivable that tRNA lookalikes, among other possible functional roles, serve as a repository of intact, "backup copies" in the organisms where they are found, especially since, as we have shown, the tRNA-lookalikes are depleted in mutations.^7^ These backup nuclear tRNA-lookalikes would thus be able to "annul" the impact of any mutations that might occur in their original mitochondrial counterparts, in a manner analogous to the marsupial tRNA(Lys). Under such a scenario, the tRNA-lookalikes would be transcribed in the nucleus and, after being imported in the mitochondrion, would participate in local translation thereby alleviating any functional shortcomings that might result from mutations acquired by their mitochondrial tRNA counterpart. Exploring this possibility further we note that in humans the only mitochondrial tRNA that does not have nuclear lookalikes is LeuTAA (even when searching at the most tolerant setting[@cit0007]). In this regard, and unlike its 21 counterparts, the mitochondrial LeuTAA would not have the ability to be "rescued" by a potential nuclear "backup" copy. It so happens, that mutations in the mitochondrial LeuTAA sequence have been associated with many diseases.[@cit0004] The absence of a nuclear tRNA lookalike and the association of mitochondrial LeuTAA with disease make the "backup copy" scenario an intriguing possibility.

Another interesting mitochondrial anticodon is the TrpTCA. The UGA codon in the nucleus is a stop codon whereas in mitochondria it is translated to tryptophan. It is important to note that the mitochondrial tRNA gene for TrpTCA has 25 tRNA-lookalikes in nuclear chromosomes with 80.0% to 100.0% similarity to the mitochondrial tRNA gene.[@cit0007] Many questions arise from this observation, as the genetic code could be affected.

Conclusion {#s0007}
==========

New knowledge about tRNAs has been accumulating at a quick pace in recent years. These emerging findings are noteworthy and have been helping to expand the collective understanding of the spectrum of roles that tRNAs play. At the same time, the discovery of numerous conspicuously-placed human mitochondrial tRNA-lookalikes in the human nuclear genome open the door to many intriguing possibilities and novel functions, which, currently, are neither characterized nor understood. Lending support to these possibilities is the fact that additional searches revealed that non-human genomes include mitochondrial tRNA-lookalikes in their nuclear genomes. In particular, we found such lookalikes in other old world and new world monkeys and in a marsupial. Surprisingly, mitochondrial tRNA-lookalikes were found to be relatively absent from rodents, and absent from the fruit-fly, the worm, and a sponge. Their overwhelming and uneven representation among the nuclear tRNA-lookalikes has now cast a different light on mitochondrial tRNAs and raises the distinct possibility of a molecular cross-talk that transcends the boundaries of the mitochondrial and nuclear compartments.
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